DynoTune Time Delay Relay
Your DynoTune time delay relay can be used to control just about anything you need with time delay.
The operation is very simple, apply 12 volts to terminal “1” and after the time delay relay counts down
and turns on… terminal “C” and Terminal “NO” are connected inside the relay, just like flipping a
switch on. You can run 12v though these terminals, you can run a ground though them etc… Adjust
the timing knob for delay .1 to 10 seconds.

You can use this timer to also disconnect terminals! Terminals “C” and “NC” are connected inside
the relay with no power applied to terminal “1”. Apply 12V to Terminal 1 and after the time delay
relay counts down and turns on… terminal “C” and Terminal “NC” are disconnected inside the relay,
just like flipping a switch off. You can run 12v though these terminals, you can run a ground though
them etc…
NOTE: The Terminals are only good for 10amp of current so you might need to use another relay!!

WARRANTY:
DynoTune INC. (DTI) warrants the material and workmanship of the equipment, components and parts manufactured by (DTI) against defects under normal use and service. This warranty shall extend for 60 days from the date of purchase
provided that the customer first returns the defective part or component through an authorized dealer, shipping costs prepaid. Prior to returning a product for warranty inspection, the customer must contact (DTI) service department with
the product receipt to receive a WARRANT CLAIM NUMBER. Units returned without this number will be delayed or refused.
(DTI) may at its option, repair or replace without cost for parts and labor, the defective product. This warranty does not cover finishes, normal wear and tear, nor does it cover damage resulting from accident, misuse, dirt, tampering,
unreasonable use, service attempted or performed by unauthorized service agencies, ACTS of Devine intervention, failure to provide reasonable maintenance, or that have been modified or used for commercial reasons.
(DTI) specifically does not warrant equipment, parts or components purchased by (DTI) or the customer from any third party manufacturers or suppliers. Rather, for and defect equipment, parts and components purchased from third party
manufacturers or suppliers, the customer shall have a recourse only to the terms of the warranty of that particular manufacturer or supplier. Any recommendations made by the third party manufacturer or suppliers concerning the use or
application of their products are those of the manufacturer or suppliers, and (DTI) extends no warranty with respect to the results obtained for their use. (DTI) does not warranty those products in any way beyond the tern of the warranty
extended by the manufacturer or supplier.
The warranty provided above, (DTI)’s obligations and liabilities hereafter, and the rights and remedies of the customer are exclusive and is substitution for, and the customer waives all other warranties, guarantees, obligations, liabilities,
rights and remedies, expressed or implied, arising by law or otherwise, including ( without limitation ) the implied warranties of merchantability or fitness or purpose, and any obligations or liability or (DTI) arising from tort, or loss of use,
revenue or profit, or the incidental or consequential damage.
DISCLAIMER:
DynoTune INC. may not be held responsible for any damages, how so ever caused, to any persons or equipment during the installation and or operation of this product. DynoTune INC. Products are meant for OFF-ROAD use only, and
make no claims as to this products ability to meet local safety or emissions laws.
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